SERVICES

Insurance Coverage / Reinsurance
Traub Lieberman attorneys are dedicated to providing the highest quality and knowledge to the insurance industry on a wide
range of insurance and reinsurance issues. Some of the world’s most respected insurers call upon Traub Lieberman to
provide representation in complex insurance and reinsurance coverage disputes, whether in litigation, arbitration, mediation or
dispute resolution. We offer a wide array of services to insurers in the context of both first party disputes and third-party claims.
Coverage disputes under primary and excess liability policies raise complex issues which can be successfully navigated by
Traub Lieberman attorneys. We are well known for our expertise in counseling leading insurers in the areas of commercial
liability, errors and omissions, directors and officers, professional liability, transportation, and excess liability claims. We
handle lawsuits in jurisdictions nationwide involving breach of contract, declaratory judgment, misrepresentation, fraud, extracontractual liability, and bad faith causes of action. Traub Lieberman’s counseling and litigation services provide the guidance
insurers need in all phases of third-party coverage disputes.
Traub Lieberman attorneys also dedicate a substantial amount of their practice to advising clients on coverage issues and
litigation under first party policies. Whether insurance companies require counseling in the claims adjustment process or in
defending litigation on contractual and bad faith claims, Traub Lieberman attorneys are equipped to obtain a favorable
resolution for insurers in jurisdictions nationwide. Our experience ranges from disputes under first party commercial and
personal lines policies to coverage issues under inland marine policies. Traub Lieberman attorneys focus on providing advice
and representation in a wide array of claim disputes, including hurricane, windstorm and tornado claims, flood claims, complex
business interruption losses, cargo and equipment claims, catastrophic losses, sinkhole claims, fire/explosion losses, and
assignment of benefit claims.
Traub Lieberman also provides guidance and counsel in reviewing reinsurance agreements and contracts involving excess of
loss, general underwriter agreements, intermediary agreements, life reinsurance, workers’ compensation and occupational
accident reinsurance. Our attorneys litigate and arbitrate reinsurance disputes nationwide. We have particular expertise in
policy drafting, from preparing simple endorsements to cutting edge new insurance products.
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